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AHouse Divided: The U.S. Amateur Sport Establishment and the Issue
of Participation in the 1936 Berlin Olympics

Stephen R. Wenn

I am glad that you got Mahoney's scalp.'
William May Garland, l.OiC. Member (U.S.)

W illiam May Garland's blunt assessment of one of the
most controversial administrative meetings in the his

tory of U.S. amateur sport typified the rhetoric and emotion
expressed by sport officials in the latter months of 1935 con
cerning the issue of U.S. participation in the 1936 Berlin
Olympics. As Yuletide shoppers braved the early December
weather in New York City, delegates to the Annual
Convention of the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) of the
United States sought to resolve an issue that divided the U.S.
amateur sport community. Avery Brundage,' president of the
American Olympic Committee (AOC) and a former presi
dent of the AAU, argued forcefully that politics and the
Olympic Games should remain separate. The domestic affairs
of the German government, asserted Brundage, should not
prevent U.S. athletes from pursuing their dream to participate
in an Olympic festival. Brundage, a tireless defender of his
vision of the Olympic Games, turned aside the challenge to
his principles provided by Jeremiah T. Mahoney/ president
of the AAU, an individual who could not support a celebra
tion of Olympic ideals in a country rife with discriminatory
social legislation. Although Mahoney focused the debate on
the treatment of Jewish citizens in Germany and on the abil
ity of German-Jewish athletes to represent their country in
Berlin, he also raised issues pertaining to Nazi directives con
cerning religious and labor organizations. American partici
pation in Berlin, countered Mahoney, represented tacit
approval of Adolf Hitler's policies. After two days of bitter
debate, Brundage secured AAU support for U.S. participation
in the Berlin Olympics by a slim margin. AAU delegates
departed New York's Commodore Hotel no less divided;
however, Garland and Brundage were satisfied, and no doubt
relieved, that their view prevailed.

The 1935 AAU Annual Convention represented the cul
mination of a lengthy debate within U.S. amateur sport cir
cles concerning U.S. participation in Berlin.' News reports
from Germany, which detailed discriminatory social policies
directed against the country's Jewish population in the after-
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math of Hitler's rise to the chancellorship of the Reich,
raised the eyebrows of U.S. amateur sport officials.
Discriminatory measures against German Jews who desired
to enter the medical, legal, and teaching professions, as well
as policies designed to restrict the entry of Jewish students to
German universities and harass Jewish shopkeepers, reflect
ed the breadth of discrimination within German society.'
Between the early months of 1933 and the waning weeks of
1935, two camps formed in the United States. Olympic
sport, voiced Brundage and his colleagues, was not a forum
for the airing of the world's political, social, or religious
issues. Despite his early concerns about the prospects of
staging the Olympics in such an atmosphere: Brundage
accepted the assurances of his fellow sport leaders in
Germany who affirmed that the Olympic Games would be
conducted in compliance with all Olympic regulations. In
1934, Brundage swayed members of the AOC to accept the
invitation of the German organizers to send a U.S. team to
Berlin. Mahoney grew increasingly skeptical of the value of
German pledges that German-Jewish athletes would be
allowed unfettered access to the team selection process in
Germany. The Nazis trampled upon the fundamental
Olympic principles of fairness and equality, charged
Mahoney. The belief was that the U.S. 's absence from Berlin
would prevent American athletes from sacrificing these prin
ciples and provide a clear message to the German population
that its government's policies were viewed with disdain.
Failing a reversal of the AOC's decision, Mahoney sought to
withhold the moral and financial support traditionally pro
vided to the U.S. team by the AAU through fund-raising/
Although Brundage and Mahoney were the central protago
nists in this confrontation, the debate pitted the AOC against
the AAU, divided U.S. members of the International
O~ympic Committee (IOC), and ruptured friendships within
the U.S. amateur sport community.

During the pre-World War II years, the AOC and the AAU
played different roles in the administration of Olympic affairs
in the United States. The AOC was a body whose membership
was appointed from the parent American Olympic Association
(AOA) prior to an Olympic festival. The AOC's responsibili
ties included managing the selection process for the U.S.
Olympic team and acting as the driving force behind fund
raising efforts on behalf of the athletes. The AAU was the
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national governing body for a number of sports in the United
States, including the Olympic Movement's flagship sport,
track and field. Eligibility forms of U.S. Olympians required
a signature of an AAU official which confirmed the individual
athlete's amateur status. Because of the AAU's network of
regional associations throughout the country, its members,
who were dedicated to the promotion of amateur sport, served
an important role in raising funds for the U.S. Olympic team.
The fulfillment of U.S. Olympic goals required a coordinated
effort between the AOC and the AAU.8

This episode in the history of the administration of U.S.
amateur sport had repercussions for a number of the partici
pants and the AAU. The fierce debate served as a spring
board for Brundage's career in international sport as
Brundage, who succeeded in shepherding a U.S. team to
Berlin, was appointed to the IOC. 9 Ernest Lee Jahncke, an
American member of the IOC who refused to move in lock
step with the other two U.S. representatives, Garland and
Charles Hitchcock Sherrill, was expelled from the interna
tional body for his strident opposition to U.S. participation in
the latter months of 1935. 10

Mahoney and supporters such as Louis diBenedetto of
the AAU's Southern Association resigned from the AOC,
while the vociferous Charles Ornstein of the Jewish Welfare
Board was dismissed from the same body when he refused
to follow their lead. Gustavus T. Kirby, Brundage's stalwart
ally who coveted a position on the IOC, was disappointed as
he was passed over during the selection process to replace
the deceased Sherrill." From an organizational standpoint,
the AAU emerged from the debate with diminished status as
a result of an agreement reached by Brundage and Henri
Baillet-Latour, president of the IOC, in advance of the cru
cial AAU convention. Baillet-Latour determined that the sig
nature from an AAU officer, attesting to the amateur status
of U.S. Olympians in those sports which it governed, was
not necessary." This decision was, as Brundage predicted
correctly, the "death knell for the AAU."13

u.s. Sport Officials Express Concern

Kirby, AOC treasurer and a former president of the
AAU, expressed concern over the impact of National
Socialist policy on preparations for the Berlin Olympics. The
bespectacled Kirby was aghast at remarks concerning the
role of sport in German society uttered by Reich Sport
Leader Hans von Tschammer und Osten. "German sports are
for Aryans," exclaimed von Tschammer und Osten,
"German youth leadership is only for Aryans and not for
Jews.?" Von Tschammer und Osten's vision became reality
within months of Hitler's rise to power in January 1933, as
German sport federations moved to purge themselves of
Jewish members." Theodor Lewald, a member of the IOC
and president of the German Olympic Committee, was
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forced to resign the latter position and accept a position of
limited authority on the Organizing Committee for the Berlin
Games because of his Jewish ancestry," Kirby expressed his
satisfaction that Garland seemed intent on pressuring German
organizers for compliance with all Olympic regulations,
including a guarantee that Jewish athletes would be permitted
to qualify for the German Olympic team."

Even Brundage, well known to Olympic historians for
his firmly held belief that politics had no place in Olympic
matters, concurred with Kirby that the IOC could not remain
silent regarding indications that Jewish athletes would not be
permitted to represent Germany in the Berlin Olympics. "I
do not think that the International Olympic Committee can
afford to dodge this issue," noted Brundage. "The very foun
dation of the modem Olympic revival will be undermined,"
concluded Brundage, "if individual countries are allowed to
restrict participation by reason of class, creed, or race."
Sherrill, observed Brundage, was also prepared to deliver a
strong message to German organizers at the upcoming IOC
session." Sherrill's determined efforts to obtain assurances
from German organizers that Jewish athletes would not
experience discrimination in the selection process for the
Olympic team, and his success in this mission, appeased
Brundage but failed to satisfy Kirby.

Kirby's opinion of Sherrill's value as a member of the
IOC deteriorated during the 1933-1935 period, as evidenced
by his characterization of Sherrill as a "weakling?" and an
individual preoccupied with the accumulation of honors,
awards, and press clippings." Sherrill, an educator, art col
lector, and former diplomat who did not lack for feelings of
self-worth, described his campaign to elicit assurances from
the Germans that the rights of Jewish athletes would be
upheld to Rabbi Stephen Wise (New York) and Frederick
Rubien, secretary of the AOA and a member of the AAU's
Metropolitan Association, in melodramatic fashion." Kirby
remained unconvinced about the sincerity of the pledges
provided to Sherrill by Lewald and others and sought infor
mation concerning the plight of Germany's Jewish citizen
ry.22 His personal inquiries prompted him to prepare resolu
tions for presentation at the annual conventions of the AOA
and the AAU designed to withhold the support of these orga
nizations for U.S. participation in the 1936 Berlin Olympics
until it was apparent that steps had been taken to guarantee
the rights of Jewish athletes in Germany."

Kirby's initiative was opposed by Brundage and Rubien
in light of the assurances provided by respected German
sport officials such as Lewald, Carl Diem (secretary of the
Berlin Organizing Committee), and Karl Ritter von Halt
(IOC member). Rubien was concerned that his international
colleagues would be embarrassed if the resolutions were
adopted," while Brundage was not sure any purpose would
be served through the action. Brundage encouraged Kirby to
submit the resolutions to the executive committees of each
organization for discussion but confided to Rubien that he
would prefer if the sentiments contained therein were not
presented to the general memberships." Brundage advised
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Kirby that any proposal would be tinged with hypocrisy
because some regions in the United States were not receptive
to the participation of black athletes in sport events." Kirby
confirmed his "admiration and real affection for Lewald and
Diem," but he believed that the need for the AOA to adopt a
principled stand surpassed any consideration of the effect of
such an action on the image of German sport officials."

"Provoked and disturbed" by Brundage's attitude, Kirby
consented to providing his resolutions to the respective exec
utive committees and succeeded in having them placed
before, and passed by, the general memberships. Referring
to the situation in Germany, Kirby told Brundage that "it is
generally wiser to 'let sleeping dogs lie,' but unfortunately
these dogs are not sleeping, they are growling and snarling
and snipping and all but biting...."2. The AOA passed a
slightly modified text of Kirby's original document in order
to remove the overt threat of a U.S. boycott. Sherrill had
played a role in convincing the AOA to temper the language
in Kirby's resolution in his capacity as a member of a five
man panel selected to review the resolution for possible
modifications." Still, the message seemed clear; that is,
actions on the part of German sport officials would speak
louder than words. The level of access to the German
Olympic team provided to Jewish athletes remained an issue
of some concern to American sport officials.

Lewald recognized the potential ramifications of the
deliberations planned by the AOA. Prior to the AOA meet
ing, he sent a hurried cable that reiterated the pledge given
to the IOC in June and challenged Sherrill and Garland to
reaffirm the acceptance of those pledges by the IOC.JO He
also visited George S. Messersmith, a senior U.S. foreign
service officer in Berlin, in order to seek information about
the discussions in the United States." Lewald's actions
revealed the high priority placed on ensuring U.S. participa
tion in Berlin. His pledge failed to convince the AOA and the
AAU that Jewish athletes were eligible for participation on
the German Olympic team.

Brundage Supports U.S. Participation

Brundage shared a measure of Lewald's distress at
developments within the United States. In the early months
of 1934, Brundage informed Sherrill that despite a pletho
ra of correspondence from Americans who opposed U.S.
participation in the Berlin Olympics, American Olympic
officials "must not become involved in political, sociolog
ical, religious or racial controversies of any kind.?" Kirby's
scheduled appearance at a rally "arranged by New York
Jews to protest against conditions in Germany," comment
ed Brundage, was unwise." Brundage and Murray Hulbert,
an AOA member and a former AAU pPresident, were con
cerned that Kirby's appearance might have a negative
effect on fund-raising efforts for the prospective Olympic
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team." In Brundage's mind, the responsibility for dealing
with the Jewish situation rested with the IOC. Following a
personal visit to Germany to inspect conditions,
Brundage's views hardened.

"Radical Jews" who advocated a U.S. boycott of the
Berlin Games, Brundage told Ornstein, a Jewish member
of the AOA and the AAU, promoted an action which was
not "democratic or American. "35 Brundage visited
Germany in September on behalf of the AOC and returned
to the United States with a favorable report which served to
convince the organization to accept the invitation of the
Berlin Organizing Committee to participate in the 1936
Summer Games. Although Brundage believed that the
Germans would abide by IOC regulations and act as cordial
hosts to all foreign competitors, he declined comment on
the prospect of Jewish participation on the German
Olympic team." Brundage was committed to U.S. partici
pation in light of his trip and further assurances given to the
IOC by German organizers. In the months ahead, facing
continued opposition to U.S. participation, Brundage
lashed out at a number of prominent and vocal Jewish lead
ers who assailed his leadership and campaigned for an
Olympic boycott, including Samuel Untermeyer, president
of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League, and Rabbi Wise,
whom he considered to be villains in this affair.
Nevertheless, Brundage's efforts in Germany drew support
from Garland, Kirby, and AOA Vice-President Joseph
Raycroft. 37

For Brundage, the decision in favor of U.S. participation
was imperative, as the Olympic Movement must remain
removed from politics. Although he acknowledged the sig
nificant level of correspondence from Jewish Americans
who believed that the United States should avoid any form
of relations with Germany, he was convinced that "if we
deviate from our policy of concerning ourselves with sport
alone, however, [we] will be in constant hot water.':"

His ability
and desire to pro
vide American
Olympic officials
with an accurate
representation of
the plight of
Jewish athletes in
Germany has
been highlighted
by Richard
Mandell, Allen
Guttmann, Duff
Hart-Davis,39 and
other researchers.
His own predis
position, the fact
that he could nei
ther read nor Figure 1.Avery Brundage. (Courtesy ofthe Centre
speak German, for Olympic Studies, University ofWestern Ontario.)
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and the presence of Nazi Party officials at his meetings with
Jewish sport leaders have been raised as issues to be considered
when assessinghis mission to Germany, A comment to Ornstein
revealed that Brundage also lacked a fundamental under
standing of German domestic politics and hence provided fur
ther damage to his credibility as the sole individual entrusted
to examine conditions in Germany on behalf of the AOC. In
an attempt to convince Ornstein to use his "influence to pre
vent the radical Jews from 'rocking the boat, '" Brundage
observed that "even though Herr Hitler is at the moment in
power, he is not Germany, As a matter of fact, he is not even
a German.'?"

Brundage's none-too-subtle advice to Ornstein was
prompted by his knowledge that Ornstein wished to discuss
the "German-Jewish problem" at the upcoming AAU con
vention. The AAU had taken no further action on the issue
of U.S. participation since the passage of Kirby's resolution.
Ornstein was not committed to a U.S. boycott of the Berlin
Olympics but desired a change in venue, postponement, or
cancellation of the event." He took some umbrage at
Brundage's suggestion that Jewish sport officials in America
were the only individuals who refused to let the matter rest
in the wake of his inspection of the German capital and
Olympic facilities. "It may interest you to know," wrote
Ornstein, "that there are more gentile colleagues who desire
to bring the matter before the AAU convention than there are
Jews."? Ornstein's claim failed to shake Brundage's belief
that the Jewish members of the AAU provided his primary
adversaries in this matter. A review of Brundage's files
revealed a list of Jewish AAU officials who had attended the
organization's annual meetings between 1922 and 1933. A
handwritten list of Jewish AAU members who planned to
attend the upcoming meeting also appears on the same page."
Although Brundage was concerned about the likely absences
of allies Kirby and A. C. Gilbert, the issue of participation in
Berlin was deferred at the AAU convention." The 1934 AAU
convention was significant for two reasons: (I) The AAU
was still on record with a resolution that withheld its support
from a prospective U.S. Olympic team, and (2) Mahoney, a
New York lawyer, was elected president of the AAU.

Brundage Versus Mahoney: ABitter and Divisive
Confrontation

Mahoney emerged as the principal spokesperson for
sport officials and social activists who lobbied for a U.S.
boycott of the Berlin Olympics. There is little indication that
Mahoney was committed to such a position in the waning
months of 1934. Industrious correspondents Brundage and
Kirby exchanged no views on Mahoney's candidacy and
subsequent election. Described by Kirby as an "old friend.?"
Mahoney held no such status after staging a diligent cam
paign to prevent U.S. athletes from participating in Berlin.
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As late as April 1935, Mahoney remained silent on the issue
of proposed U.S. participation. Mahoney and Kirby had
attended a dinner sponsored by the New York City Baseball
Federation in honor of the New York Yankees' Lou Gehrig.
Mahoney informed Kirby of a recent discussion with some
Jewish and Catholic religious leaders who had voiced their
opposition to U.S. participation in Berlin and questioned the
value of Brundage's assurances that the Berlin atmosphere
did not preclude a successful celebration of the Olympic
Games. They claimed that Brundage had been "bamboo
zled" by German officials. Kirby's prediction concerning
Mahoney's future policy as president of the AAU, on the
basis of this encounter, proved inaccurate. "Jerry, of course,
will not be openly antagonistic, nor will he be eagerly enthu
siastic," opined Kirby. Kirby's thoughts were limited to the
impact of Mahoney's neutral posture on fund-raising for the
U.S. Olympic team." Brundage's response revealed limited
concern, as he hoped that Kirby had taken "pains to acquaint
Jerry with the subject so that he [would] not be misled.''"

Even though Mahoney remained uncommitted and had
not yet used his authority as AAU president in the debate con
cerning U.S. participation, many Americans had formed their
own opinions. A Gallup poll in March revealed that 43 percent
of Americans supported a U.S. boycott of the Berlin Garnes."
Mahoney's involvement in the discussion beginning in mid
1935 intensified feelings on both sides of the issue. Numerous
private citizens, politicians, public interest groups, newspaper
editors, and sport organizations presented their views on the
matter via media outlets, public forums, and personal corre
spondence directed to Brundage or elected officials.

Proponents of a U.S. boycott of the Berlin Olympics
challenged Brundage's conception of the mission of the
Olympic Movement. The success of the Olympic
Movement, maintained Brundage, depended on its ability to
avoid entanglement in political, religious, or sociological
issues. His frustration escalated as he considered that the
lion's share of opposition came from people who had been
"no nearer to Germany than New York City.?" He referred to
advocates of a U.S. boycott as "enemies of sport," "traitors
to the youth of America,'?" and perpetrators of "the most
vicious and insidious attack on the foundation of amateur
sport.'?' Brundage detailed his position in a pamphlet enti
tled "Fair Play for American Athletes," which was prepared
for distribution to amateur sport organizations throughout
the United States. In this document, Brundage asserted that
opposition to U.S. participation was the result of a conspira
cy. between Jews and Communists." Brundage blamed
Jewish America for much of his trouble, especially vocal
leaders of the large Jewish community in New York. "We
must force the Jews who wish to use the Games as a weapon
to strike the Nazis," noted Brundage, "to mind their own
business and let sport alone.'>'

Brundage, Kirby, and Rubien also questioned Mahoney's
motives in championing the boycott cause on behalf of the
AAU. They believed he was attempting to curry favor with the
large Jewish electorate in New York City in advance of an
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intended mayoral campaign." Kirby claimed that Mahoney
had "burned his bridges?" and "prostituted the AAU... and
himself... for his personal and political ambitions.'> Kirby
believed that it was necessary to provide evidence that
German-Jewish athletes did not face discrimination. Such evi
dence, said Kirby, would undermine Mahoney's position."

Mahoney's rebuttal to Brundage's claim that he was mix
ing politics with sport was quite simple. It was the Germans,
responded Mahoney, who were guilty of manipulating the
Olympics for political gain and failing to provide credible
evidence that they would allow German-Jews to participate
on the German team. He articulated this message in numer
ous interviews with newspaper reporters and radio journal
ists. While Brundage, Kirby, and Rubien expressed disgust at
the intense lobbying of Jewish organizations, and strained to
understand that Mahoney could adopt such a stand without
ulterior motives, Mahoney was also capable of thinking the
worst of some people who favored U.S. participation.

When Mahoney announced his hesitancy to push for
ward with plans for U.S. participation in Berlin as a result of
reports concerning discrimination against German-Jewish
athletes, he noted that the AAU had a number of months to
discuss the matter "amicably.':" Later, Mahoney charged that
Patrick Walsh, president of the AAU's Metropolitan
Association, was "Nazi-controlled" after he closed discus
sion of the issue prematurely at the association's general
meeting." When Sherrill claimed that his campaign for the
rights of German-Jewish athletes revealed his pro-Jewish
outlook, Mahoney charged that Sherrill was "no more a
friend of the Jew than [was] Hitler.'"? Mahoney had not pre
dicted the vituperative and vitriolic nature of the debate.

In an open letter to Lewald, published in the New York
Times." Mahoney outlined the basis of his opposition to U.S.
participation in Berlin. His belief that preparations for the
Olympics fell under the auspices of the German government
was not shrouded in diplomatic niceties. German-Jewish
athletes, commented Mahoney, had been prevented access to
facilities required to train for the German Olympic team. The
recent Kurfuerstendamm incident and the passing of the
Nuremberg Laws," asserted Mahoney, were incongruous
with German pledges to uphold the rights of potential
German-Jewish Olympians. Lewald's personal authority in
Olympic matters, hence the credibility of his assurances that
Jewish athletes had not been placed on the Olympic team
because they were not of "Olympic caliber," was exceeding
ly limited. Mahoney concluded that U.S. participation in the
Berlin Games would reflect the country's tacit support of
Nazi policies and called for the transfer of the Olympic
Games from the German capital. Mahoney's campaign
resulted in a number of actions on the part of Brundage and
his supporters. Sherrill traveled to Germany for a personal
audience with Hitler" for the purpose of convincing him of
the need to place a Jew on the German Olympic team.
Although Hitler rebuffed Sherrill's entreaty, further negotia
tions with von Tschammer und Osten resulted in fencer
Helene Mayer and ice hockey player Rudi Ball being named
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to the German summer and winter Olympic teams, respec
tively. Both athletes had one Jewish parent, and, for this rea
son, they were still considered German citizens. Germans
with two Jewish parents had been stripped of their citizen
ship rights as a result of the Nuremberg Laws. Despite the
transparent nature of the German "concession," Sherrill con
sidered the debate over Jewish participation settled.

Brundage was interested in limiting the impact of
Mahoney's efforts by seeking permission to submit eligibili
ty forms for U.S. Olympians without the AAU signature
which attested to their amateur status. If Baillet-Latour was
amenable to this plan, U.S. participation would be ensured,
and Brundage and his cohorts would be able to concentrate
on fund-raising. Although Rubien was supportive, Kirby was
not hopeful that the IOC would accept the proposal and had
reservations about the wisdom of the idea itself. Baillet
Latour, who desired U.S. participation as much as Lewald
did, accepted Brundage's plan and offered to travel to New
York in the weeks prior to the AAU convention."

Media coverage of the debate also provided a source of
concern for Brundage and his supporters. Kirby was dis
tressed about editorial opinions expressed in many U.S.
newspapers against participation that would make fund-rais
ing efforts more difficult." Brundage was critical of the print
media in New York City and attributed the proboycott pro
paganda in that city to its significant Jewish population." F.
Barnard O'Connor, chairman of the AOC Fencing
Committee, lobbied Kirby to seek the appointment of an
individual whose responsibilities would involve monitoring
Mahoney's statements for the purpose of supplying swift and
effective counterarguments to the media. Although Kirby
saw some merit in the idea, he believed that the plan was not
feasible from a financial standpoint. Brundage's suggestion
that O'Connor, Hulbert, and Rubien meet with Kirby and
himself to discuss the situation met with resistance from
Kirby, who lacked confidence in the ability of those three
individuals to provide accurate assessments of the situa
tion." Both Brundage and Kirby believed that it was best to
limit contact with the media to avoid being drawn into dis
cussions that might stir up further agitation for a boycott,"
As Brundage and Kirby prepared for the impending "fire
works?" at the AAU convention, further evidence of the
break within the ranks of U.S. sport officials surfaced.

Although not necessarily conspicuous by his absence
from the debate, Jahncke," the third U.S. member of the
IOC, entered the fray less than one month before the AAU
convention. A proud German-American, and a member of
former President Herbert Hoover's cabinet (assistant secre
tary of the Navy), Jahncke expressed his unalterable opposi
tion to Hitler's policies and the celebration of Pierre de
Coubertin's Olympic ideals in Berlin in heavily publicized
letters to Baillet-Latour and Lewald. Jahncke's contribution
to the Olympic Movement during his eight-year IOC mem
bership had been negligible as the most consistent aspect of
his IOC resume was his record of absence from meetings of
the General Session. In his analysis of Jahncke's tenure on
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Figure 2.Gustavus Town Kirby. (Courtesy ofthe
Centre for Olympic Studies, University of
Western Ontario)
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the IOC, John Lucas noted that the respected Southerner's
priorities involved his family, community (New Orleans),
yacht racing, and the Republican party. He possessed no par
ticular allegiance to the IOC and had even attempted to
resign from the organization a number of years earlier. His
vehement opposition to U.S. participation in Berlin must
have startled Brundage and Lewald, who had held out some
hope of support from the previously silent Jahncke during
the waning weeks of the debate."

The verbal sparring and manipulations of the previous six
months had given defmition to the issue by the time the sound
of Mahoney's gavel opened the AAU Executive Committee
meeting on the evening of 6 December 1935. Mahoney recog
nized that Brundage's agreement with Baillet-Latour had elim
inated the AAU's ability to prevent U.S. participation by refus
ing to certify U.S. Olympians. Indeed, it is debatable whether
this strategy was considered seriously by Mahoney, who con
ceded in July that the AOC had the final decision on matters
pertaining to participation." Rather, the text of the resolution
Mahoney presented at this meeting revealed his intent to seek
a mandate for withholding the moral and financial support of
the AAU from the U.S. Olympic team. He also called upon the
AOC to review its decision to sponsor an Olympic team and
urged the IOC to withdraw the Olympic Games from Berlin."

Brundage's initial attempt to stifle debate was dis
missed summarily by Mahoney. Brundage claimed that the
AOC had jurisdiction concerning the question of U.S. par
ticipation; however, Mahoney, who did not dispute the
assertion, overruled Brundage in order to ensure discus
sion of the matter. Brundage's hopes for a swift and
advantageous resolution of the situation were dashed
when Mahoney exercised his right as chairman of the
meeting to cast a vote in favor of presenting the resolution

to the conven
tion delegates.
Mahoney's
action left the
Executive
Committee
deadlocked (7-7)
on the question.
Members of the
Executive
Committee
agreed to present
the resolution to
convention dele
gates "without
recommenda
tion" and sched
uled a four-hour
debate for the
following after
noon."
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Brundage's fingers must have been crossed when he
consented to this plan. During the intervening hours, John
T. McGovern, a Brundage confederate and representative
of the Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic Association, lob
bied undecided delegates for support of a motion to table
Mahoney's resolution. Delegates approached by
McGovern were promised that a compromise resolution
would be considered." Brundage's strategy was revealed to
an unsuspecting Mahoney when Walsh, a Brundage sym
pathizer with whom the AAU president shared feelings of
mutual enmity, offered a motion to table the resolution
before all of the delegates had settled in their seats for the
afternoon session." Convention procedures left Mahoney
no option but to put Walsh's motion to a vote. When the
final tally in favor of tabling Mahoney's resolution was
announced (61 11120 - 55 7160), Kirby delivered the
promised compromise resolution for consideration.
Although Kirby's document conceded that certain condi
tions in Germany were troubling, it was the sole responsi
bility of the IOC to uphold the rights of all Olympic com
petitors. In addition, it was noted that AAU certification of
U.S. Olympians did not reflect the organization's support
of Nazi policies." A small committee was assigned to
review the resolution prior to further discussion.

Ornstein minced no words in his assessment of the vote
to table Mahoney's resolution when the delegates recon
vened. Brundage had "double-dealed" those individuals
who sought the opportunity to discuss the German situation
in a free and open debate. He introduced an amendment to
Kirby's resolution that reiterated the AAU's opposition to
staging the Olympic Games in Berlin." Brundage replied
calmly that he was willing to spend four hours debating
Kirby's resolution." Mahoney, still expressing his disgust
at Walsh's motion to table, opened the discussion by exco
riating Nazi social policies and reserving the AAU's privi
lege to express its reservations about staging the Olympics
in Berlin." Brundage weighed into the debate with an emo
tional appeal for the support of convention delegates.

Intermingled with Brundage's recollections of the con
tributions of pioneer members of the AAU, and expressions
of the disappointment that they would feel if they were
aware of the present turmoil," were purposeful oratorical
salvoes designed to discredit his opponents. Mahoney,
claimed Brundage, would refuse to certify U.S. athletes if he
prevailed. He questioned Mahoney's motives and called into
question the level of representation of American Jewry at the
convention. A U.S. boycott, speculated Brundage, would
harm American Jews:

There are maybe five percent of the popula
tion of the United States which is Jewish. A
study of the records of the Olympic Games
show about one-half to one percent of the ath
letes are Jewish. There is a larger percentage
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of Jewish delegates here than that. And
responsibility for action of this kind, right or
wrong, would be charged to the Jew, I think."

Brundage also attempted to convince delegates that German
Jews had been provided an opportunity to qualify for the
German Olympic team.83 Further discussion of the issue
was deferred until the Sunday session.

After Sunday morning's session, which was punctuated
by diBenedetto's (Southern Association) resignation as man
ager of the U.S. Olympic basketball team, a second con
frontation between Walsh and Mahoney, AAU Vice
President Fred Steers' assertion that many opponents of U.S.
participation lacked any experience in the administration of
amateur sport, and Jack Rafferty's (Gulf Association) call for
an end to the bickering," Judge Aron Steuer (Jewish Welfare
Board) supplied the delegates with a means of concluding
the discussion. Steuer proposed an amendment to Kirby's
resolution which would have mandated the formation of a
three-man committee that would be dispatched to Berlin to
conduct an investigation." When the scrutineers finished
their work, Brundage's view prevailed as the Kirby resolu
tion was adopted without amendments by a vote of 58 1/4
553/4. Although Mahoney had the support of the AAU del
egates (543/4-43 1/4), Brundage received the vast majority
of votes (15-1) granted to allied sport organizations such as
the Amateur Fencers League of America and the United
States Amateur Baseball Association. The "unhappy gather
ing?" had concluded its deliberations.

Although the verbal exchanges reflected the depth of
feeling possessed by individuals on both sides of the issue, a
review of the voting records reveals further evidence of the
determination of some delegates to push forward their
respective views. Neither the minutes of the meeting nor the
coverage of the convention in the New York Times addresses
reasons why alternates from some associations voted on the
Steuer Amendment motion despite the fact that all elected
delegates were present. According to convention rules, each
AAU association had three votes that were divided on the
basis of each delegate's individual vote.

For example, in an association represented by six dele
gates, each individual's ballot would have the weight of one
half of a vote. If four of the members endorsed Steuer's plan,
two votes would be directed to Steuer's cause, while the two
dissenters' opinions would result in one vote being regis
tered in favor of adopting Kirby's resolution without amend
ment. Votes cast by alternates in a number of associations,
when they had no apparent right to do so, altered the distri
bution of votes; however, both Mahoney supporters and
Brundage sympathizers were responsible for this form of
voting manipulation." Rubien's actions indicate a well-con
sidered strategy to protect the share of the vote in favor of
Brundage's agenda (a vote against the Steuer Amendment).
As a member of the 12-delegate Metropolitan Association,
Rubien voted in favor of tabling Mahoney's resolution. His
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opinion carried the weight of one-fourth of a vote. When it
became apparent that former AAU Secretary Dixon would
not be present for the second ballot, Rubien decided to cast
his vote against the Steuer Amendment in his capacity as a
former secretary, as former presidents and former secretaries
had one vote (equivalent to an allied sport organization).
Rubien's decision resulted in an additional three-fourths of a
vote being registered against the Steuer Amendment." His
action also reflected the perceived closeness of the impend
ing vote as delegates prepared to cast their ballots.

Aftermath

Brundage's troubles did not end as AAU members fil
tered out of the convention hall of New York's Commodore
Hotel. The arduous task of raising funds loomed ahead, and
he needed to eliminate dissenters from the AOC. Three
weeks before the U.S. team departed for Berlin, reports sur
faced that the solicitation campaign was $146,000 short of
its goal." Brundage moved swiftly to purge the ranks of the
AOC of Mahoney and his supporters, such as diBenedetto,
Charlotte Epstein, and Ornstein. Kirby and Brundage had
discussed the need to remove individuals from the AOC
who could not fully support U.S. participation in Berlin."
The first three individuals resigned without incident, but
Ornstein proved more resolute. Kirby charged that any dis
senter "who [did] not have the decency to resign, should be
made to do so." Ornstein replied that Kirby had failed to
maintain his principles in choosing to side with Brundage.
Ornstein's AOC membership was revoked by a nearly unan
imous vote in April." A similar fate awaited Jahncke, who
was expelled by his IOC brethren in July on the pretense
that his dismal record of attendance at IOC meetings pre
cluded continued membership.

Much to the consternation of Brundage, Kirby, and
Garland, the absence of Mahoney and Jahncke from the
administrative structure of U.S. amateur sport was short
lived." Mahoney, who had been replaced by Brundage as
president of the AAU, was reelected to that office in
December 1936 over archrival Walsh. Mahoney proceeded
to 'name the exiled Jahncke as a delegate-at-large to the
AAU. Mahoney's decision indicated that memories of the
1935 AAU convention lingered. Kirby's delight at
Mahoney's loss to Fiorello LaGuardia in the New York City
mayoral race in 1937 provided additional evidence that some
of the principals in the Olympic debate harbored grudges."

Meanwhile, Garland's nomination of Brundage as the
individual to replace the ousted Jahncke" was approved by
the IOC. It would be improper to interpret Brundage's elec
tion to the IOC as a mere "payoff' for his determined efforts
to ensure that American athletes participated in the Berlin
Olympics. His profile was consistent with the requirements
for the position during his era: male, sportsman (former
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Olympian), wealth, and appropriate outlook regarding the
purpose of the Olympic Movement. Still, it is evident that
Brundage's tireless crusade did no harm to his candidacy.
Garland placed much value on Brundage's actions.

"You have accomplished a great deal during the past year
and I know your services must be intensely appreciated by
your German friends," wrote Garland, "as they are by the great
bulk of real Americans in this country.''''5 Thirty-six years later,
Brundage retired following a lengthy term as president of the
IOC (1952-1972), an individual whose impact on the Olympic
Movement has intrigued sport historians interested in ama
teurism, commercialism, and international politics.

Kirby yearned for the opportunity that was extended to
Brundage by IOC President Baillet-Latour and his colleagues in
1936. Less than a day after Sherrill's death on 25 June, Kirby
reminded Brundage of his desire to serve on the IOC.<J6
Although he thought better of writing Baillet-Latour on the mat
ter, he encouraged Brundage to make his views known at an
appropriate time. "I believe that I have earned a place by your
and Garland's side," wrote Kirby, but if he and Garland nomi
nated someone else, it would "be just another disappointment to
be borne without quitting or grousing.'?' Soon, Kirby's attitude
changed. In recalling his dedication to U.S. amateur sport and
the Olympic Movement since 1896, Kirby wrote wistfully,
"there comes a time in one's life when they feel that they either
ought to be on the inside of things or not there at all.?" Although
he provided Brundage with a glowing appraisal of the character
of Frederic Coudert, a New York lawyer, and an individual
under consideration for appointment to the IOC, Kirby hinted
that his connections with amateur sport were limited. The IOC
would be best served by selecting representatives based on their
"standing and ability," concluded Kirby."

It seems that Kirby's unabashed lobbying was doomed
to fail. Neither Brundage nor Garland questioned Kirby's
contribution to amateur sport in the United States, but
Baillet-Latour's opposition to Kirby was an insurmountable
hurdle for his candidacy. Garland informed Brundage that
"personally, I am a friend of Gus, but I could name a dozen
of our [IOC] colleagues who actually dislike him and partic
ularly his personality. None are more emphatic in this
respect than Baillet-Latour," concluded Garland. 100

Brundage was not enthused by the prospect of "delivering
the bad news"'" to his friend who, "despite his unfortunate
mannerisms," was "alright."!" Coudert was named to
replace the deceased Sherrill as America's third representa
tive to the IOC. Although saddened that he had been over
looked, Kirby continued to serve as an administrator within
America's Olympic hierarchy.

Conclusions

Jeremiah T. Mahoney's decision to champion the
Olympic boycott movement crystallized the debate in the
United States and provided the flash point for one of the
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defining moments in the career of Avery Brundage.
Brundage's dedication to the Coubertin ideal and his fierce
determination to defend it, and his belief that the Olympic
Movement could transcend international politics, were cen
tral elements of the battle of wills between Brundage and
Mahoney. His inability to understand that it was possible for
"real Americans" to differ with him on the efficacy of cele
brating the Games of the Eleventh Olympiad in Berlin, and
his propensity to impugn their motives, confirmed his obdu
rate and intractable conviction in the sanctity of the Olympic
Movement.

Tactical maneuvers such as the accord negotiated with
Henri Baillet-Latour and the removal of Mahoney's resolu
tion from discussion at the AAU convention revealed his
resourcefulness and guile. Brundage's combativeness, a key
feature of the Mahoney-Brundage confrontation, his com
mitment to Pierre de Coubertin's vision of the Olympic
Movement, and his ardent desire for sport to remain separate
from politics defined his tenure as president of the IOC.

From an organizational perspective, the dispute between
the Brundage and Mahoney factions compromised the
AAU's influence in U.S. Olympic affairs and foreshadowed
its decline. As a result of Brundage's agreement with Baillet
Latour, the AAU's signing authority as the agency that
attested to the amateur status of U.S. Olympians was not
renewed. The adoption of the Amateur Sport Act (1978) left
the United States Olympic Committee ascendant and offi
cially removed the AAU from the Olympic decision-making
process in the United States because it lost its status as the
national sport governing body for eight Olympic sports,
including track and field and swimming.'?'

Although the principal participants in the debate concern
ing U.S. participation in the 1936 Berlin Olympics should be
admired for their dogged determination and persistence, their
contribution to the degeneration of the exchange to the level
of name-calling, mutual animosity, and vote-rigging provides
a less flattering, but more accurate, basis for assessing their
actions. Although the strength of their respective beliefs was
evident, some questions remain concerning the leadership dis
played during this episode in the history of U.S. amateur
sport.'?' It is just as well that Brundage's effort to shift the
1935 AAU convention to New York's Madison Square
Garden, where members of the general public would have
been permitted entry for $5 (all money raised to be directed to
the Olympic fund), was not successful.!" Some patrons would
have been disappointed by the actions of the delegates, while
others would have exacerbated existing tensions.
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